
HISTORY OF THE RADIOBAR
COMPANY OF LOS ANGELES, CA.



WHAT IS A “RADIOBAR”?



MY EMERSON RADIOBAR



ORIGIN OF THE RADIOBAR COMPANY

• Earnest J. Krause (1897-1970) founded 

the company in the early 1930s in Los 

Angeles. 

• May have been as early as 1930 though 

no complete sets were produced until 

1933.



WHO WAS KRAUSE?

• He was a real estate developer and stockbroker in the 1920s 

in Los Angeles

• He had an interest in local radio station KRLO. The station’s 

first official air date was February 19, 1927. The station was 

licensed to Krause, KRLO engineer and owner Freeman 

Lang, and A.B. Scott. 



WHO WAS KRAUSE?

• Krause had a new building (“the Krause Building”) constructed 

in Beverly Hills which opened in early 1928

• His business occupied most of the first floor

• In February 1928 station KRLO was sold to Krause and he 

renamed it KEJK 

• (K plus his initials)



WHO WAS KRAUSE?

• He moved the KEJK studio to 

his new building at 9631 Wilshire 

Blvd.

• Only 2 months later he sold the 

station to R.S. MacMillan 

Petroleum

• The call letters were changed to 

KMPC in 1930 and it still 

broadcasts today on 710 AM

KEJK REMOTE TRUCK



RADIOBAR
• Krause did well in his business dealings

• He got the idea to construct a bar which also contained a radio

• He reportedly started making cabinets as early as 1930 at a 

factory at 7100 McKinley in Los Angeles 



RADIOBAR FACTORY PICTURES

Cabinet Finishing



RADIOBAR

• But Krause had a marketing problem: 

Prohibition

People were not likely to buy 

a Radiobar unless they could 

buy alcoholic beverages to use with

it.

Cover of 1918 sheet music



PROHIBITION

• The U.S. Senate proposed the Eighteenth Amendment on 

December 18, 1917. Upon being approved by a 36th state 

(Nebraska) on January 16, 1919, the amendment was 

ratified as a part of the Constitution. By the terms of the 

amendment, the country went dry one year later, on 

January 17, 1920.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Senate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eighteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution


PROHIBITION



PROHIBITION

• On October 28, 1919, Congress passed the Volstead Act, the 

popular name for the National Prohibition Act, over 

President Woodrow Wilson's veto. The act established the legal 

definition of intoxicating liquors as well as penalties for 

producing them.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Congress
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volstead_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Woodrow_Wilson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veto


PROHIBITION

• Prohibition was successful in reducing the 

amount of liquor consumed, cirrhosis death 

rates, admissions to state mental hospitals 

for alcoholic psychosis, arrests for public 

drunkenness, and rates of absenteeism.

• By 1925, however, there were anywhere 

from 30,000 to 100,000 speakeasy clubs in 

New York City alone. Opponents of 

Prohibition talked of personal liberty, new 

tax revenues from legal beer and liquor, and 

the scourge of organized crime.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speakeasy


RADIOBAR

• It seems likely that Krause 

thought that there was a high 

probability that Prohibition 

was on its way out, and that 

he would be ready with his 

product when that happened.

Orange County, California, sheriff’s

deputies dumping illegal alcohol, 1932



PROHIBITION

• Given the broad public outcry to repeal 

prohibition, it is easy to see why Krause had 

high hopes for repeal and thus a market for his 

Radiobars.

• He did, however, design his Radiobars with a 

small “hidden” locking door on the side, just the 

right size to hide liquor bottles. I have not found 

any information that suggests he sold his 

Radiobars before the end of prohibition.



PROHIBITION

• On March 22, 1933, President Franklin Roosevelt signed into law 

the Cullen–Harrison Act, legalizing beer with an alcohol content 

of 3.2% (by weight) and wine of a similarly low alcohol content. 

On December 5, 1933, ratification of the Twenty-first 

Amendment repealed the Eighteenth Amendment, and liquor was 

again legal. States and counties had the right to continue 

prohibition if they desired, and there are still dry counties in the 

country today.

• The following Map shows dry (red), wet (blue), and mixed (yellow) 

counties in the United States as of March 2012.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_Roosevelt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cullen%E2%80%93Harrison_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twenty-first_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution


PROHIBITION



RADIOBAR

• This shows the patent for the 

Radiobar with a submission date 

in October 1935 and approval in 

August 1936. Krause is listed as 

the inventor. The patent 

application pictures a set with a 

Philco chassis and I suspect that 

Philco insisted on a patent 

before becoming more directly 

involved with his company in 

1936.



RADIOBAR CO.; WAS 
KRAUSE THE FIRST TO 
THINK OF THIS IDEA?
1928 AD FOR POOLEY “RADIO-
CELLARETTE” BAR CABINET 
FOR ATWATER KENT RADIOS

“THAT IT SERVES TWO ENDS 
IS INSTANTLY EVIDENT FROM 
THE PICTURES. LEARN ITS 
SECRETS FROM THE POOLEY
DEALER NEAR YOU”



RADIOBAR CO.; WAS KRAUSE THE 
FIRST?

RADIO-CELLARETTE 
WITH AK RADIO



RADIOBAR CO.; WAS KRAUSE THE 
FIRST?

RADIO-CELLARETTE 
CONTENTS 
ACCORDING TO THE 
AD. PRICED AT $430 
WITHOUT A RADIO.



RADIOBAR MODELS AND 
NOMENCLATURE

• I have been able to identify 22 different models produced 

between 1933 and 1941, but there may have been more. 

• One online source estimates that 10,000 Radiobars were 

constructed during their 12 years in business (1930-1942).

• Some of the same models were available in multiple years with 

new ones added along the way, but different radio chassis were 

used in different years, often with little or no change in cabinets.



RADIOBAR MODELS IDENTIFIED
• 105

• 106

• 107 multiple years

• 205 1935? 

• 210B multiple years, 1933 Riders 4-1. There were 4 versions of the early 210 tube lineup

• 304

• 504 multiple years

• 505 multiple years, Riders 4-1

• 506 1935 model

• 507 multiple years

• 510 multiple years, Riders 4-2

• 515 1936, Philco chassis

• 526 1935 model

• 528 multiple years, Riders 4-1

• 536 multiple years

• 550 1937, Philco chassis and Capehart Phono

• 40-10 armchair model, 1938, Philco chassis

• 50-9  1938 6 tube, Philco chassis

• 60-7x 1938 6 tube, Philco chassis

• U100 Zephyr 1940-1942, Philco chassis 

• 110BR Zephyr 1941, Philco chassis

• 200R BR Chippendale 1940, and 1941 w/phono, Philco 8 tubes, 3 bands, horizontal dial 



RADIOBAR MODELS AND 
NOMENCLATURE
The Radiobar company manufactured the cabinets and supplied 

the glassware, but did not manufacture their own radios. 

There are discrepancies in the available literature about who made 

the radios for the company.

The companies listed in various previous published articles 

include Patterson, Gilfillan, RCA, Zenith, and Philco. My research 

suggests that Radiobars were not sold as complete sets with RCA 

or Zenith radios installed by the factory. 

What clouds the waters is that Radiobars could be purchased 

without a radio at all, and then any radio chassis could be added.



RADIOBAR MODELS AND 
NOMENCLATURE

Radiobar as a company appears only in Volume 4 of Riders 

Perpetual Manuals. 

Only 5 models were listed: 210-B, 505, 508, 510 and 528 and they 

are likely Only part of the initial 1933-1934 lineup. 

Other models were added within the first year including Model 507 

though there is no Riders listing for it or any of the other later 

models under Radiobar. 



RADIOBAR MODELS AND 
NOMENCLATURE, FIRST MODELS

Model 505 had a 5 tube chassis (types 55, 57, 58, 2A5, 80). The 

radio manufacturer is uncertain but likely Patterson or Gilfillan.

Model 507 had a 7 tube chassis (55, 56, 57, 58, 58, 42, 80) made by 

Patterson

Models 508, 528, and 210B had 8 tube chassis (55, 56, 57, 58, 58, 

59, 59, 5Z3) made by Patterson

Patterson and Gilfillan were both California Companies, and were 

both “RCA licensed”.



RADIOBAR MODELS AND 
NOMENCLATURE

Model 510 had a 10 tube chassis made by Patterson but there were 

2 different chassis with different tube complements, both shown in 

Riders Volume 4. 

Version 1 had tube line-up 55, 56 (2), 57, 58 (3), 46 (2), 82

Version 2 had tube line-up 55, 56 (2), 57 (2),  58 (2),  59 (2), 82



RADIOBAR MODELS AND 
NOMENCLATURE
Note that these early Radiobar model numbers appear to designate 

the number of tubes by the last 2 digits of the number with the 

exception of the 210B but…The 1937 Mallory-Yaxley Radio Service 

Encyclopedia lists 4 versions of the 210 based on the radio 

chassis.

210: 10 tubes with type 46 outputs

210B: 8 tubes or 10 tubes with type 59 outputs

210C: 10 tubes with 59 outputs but different line-up than the 10 

tube 210B

Most if not all of the model numbers persisted throughout the life 

of the company but the radio chassis in them changed.



RADIOBAR MODELS

Model 210B shown in the August 1933 edition of 

Radio Retailing magazine as a newly available 

radio. This is the first time that anything about 

Radiobar appeared in Radio Retailing. Note that 

the radio receiver is described as “RCA 

licensed” or a Philco. I think this term is why 

some previous authors have said that RCA sets 

were used. Though not confirmed in Riders, the 

article confirms that at least some Philco 

Chassis were used from the beginning.

The article says that the set is equipped with 24 

“topaz” glasses

According to Geology.com, "Topaz Glass" is a 

misnomer used for glass made in one of the 

many color varieties of topaz. The most common 

color of topaz is colorless. All of the Radiobar

glasses I have seen are colorless.



RADIOBAR MODELS

November 1933 ad in Radio Retailing showing 

from upper right the 210B, 510, 505, and 528

The ad says Radiobars are made in 8 sizes 

but the 4 pictured are the larger models 

available. The other 4 sizes are not listed.

It also notes that all sets are licensed under 

RCA patents.



RADIOBAR MODELS

Model 510 shown in the 

Three Stooges Short film 

“Three Little Pigskins”. 

The film was released in 

December 1933. If you are 

a fan of the 3 stooges, you 

might be able to identify 

the blond lady who is 

bending forward.



RADIOBAR IN THREE LITTLE PIGSKINS

Larry Fine and Lucille Ball



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE

• All Radiobars included a complete set of glassware but the larger 

fancier models had more types and a greater number of drinking 

glasses and other glass pieces. 

• There were 2 distinct styles of glassware. Based on observation 

of different models, the change appears to have occurred in the 

1935-1937 period. During that time period the early style 

glassware was phased out in the lower end models, and the 

newer models received the late style glassware.



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE
CA 62/504, circa 1937AD 304 circa 1934, seen in a recent auction



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE

CA 62/504 with late style glasswareAD 304 with early style glassware



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE
late style glass shaker and bitters containerearly style glass cocktail shaker



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE

Late style liquor bottlesearly style glass liquor bottle 



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE

Late style highball glass, cocktail glasses, and 

shot glass
early style shot glass and cocktail glasses



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE
Late style Shaker with 

gold tone lid
Late style Ice Bucket



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE
Carafe setWine Glass



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE

• Fancy Radiobar

showing a shelf 

for wineglasses



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE

Glassware and equipment 

descriptions in 1935 ad

Martini 

Pitcher



RADIOBAR GLASSWARE

Folding Serving Tray



RADIOBAR MODELS 
1934

December 1, 1933 ad in 

Vogue Magazine 

proclaiming that “Musical 

America has a new bar”. 

This is the only ad the 

company ever placed in 

Vogue. Both Los Angeles 

and New York addresses 

are listed in the ad.

In circle Model 210B

In middle left Model 510

Lower left Model 528



RADIOBAR MODELS 1935
• September 1934 list of “new” 1935 models in Radio Retailing. These are the same 

models advertised in the November1933 except for the 508 model. We know more 

models were available than these listed, but these were the higher end models. The 

tube line-ups did change, however. Type 80 or 5Z3 rectifiers are listed instead of the 

type 82.

• Note the company address is shown as New York. Some previous authors have 

questioned whether the New York and Los Angeles companies were the same 

company or not. Available evidence suggests that they were the same company. 

Manufacturing was in L.A. but there was a showroom and warehouse in N.Y..



RADIOBAR
MODELS 1935

• Pictures of “new” models from 

Sept. 1934 Radio Retailing

• Upper right model is likely the 

508 priced at $295.

• Lower left model is 528 priced at 

$249



RADIOBAR MODELS 1935

Radio Retailing ads, Sept. 1934, Dec. 1934. Note 

L.A address along with New York Showroom. 

Early style glassware is shown. Model 210B 

and Model 506. The ads both say the set can be 

supplied without a chassis.



RADIOBAR MODELS 1935
Radiobar Advertisement from Radio Craft for March, 1935 

 

 

MODELS 505-506-508 
America's New Radio Sensation! 

Radiobar. . . . . . . 
REG U.S. PAT. OFF.  

"RADIOBAR" is America's greatest value in radio. It gives you a handsome piece of funiture, a fine radio, and 

when opened a cocktail bar!  

Model 105 and 106 - "RADIOBAR" Walnut Finish Cabinet. Size when closed 43½" high, 27" wide, 13" deep. 

When opened it is 54" high, 45" wide. The equipment includes six highball glasses, six cocktail glassed, four 

whiskey glasses, four liquor decanters, one ice container and one electric light. Fittings are of heavy chromium plate.  

Model 505, 506 and 508 - "RADIOBAR" Walnut Cabinet. Beautiful matched grain Oriental and Butt Walnut. Size 

when closed 45¼ " high, 30½" wide, 16" deep. When opened it is 58¼ " high, 54¼" wide. 

The equipment includes eight cocktail or small highball glasses, eight liquor glasses and six large highball glasses, 

six liquor decanters, one refuse container, two electric lights, cocktail shaker, funnel, stainless steel knife and special 

corkscrew and bottle opener. Space is provided for seltzer water and ginger ale bottles.  

Model 105 -"RADIOBAR" The radio is the latest 5-tube short wave (19 to 50 meters). American and foreign 

broadcast. RCA licensed chassis. Price complete. $199.50. Less Radio, $69.50  

Model 106 - "RADIOBAR" The radio is the latest 6-tube full all wave (15 to 575 meters). RCA licensed chassis. 

Price complete, $119.50. Less Radio, $69.50.  

Model 505 - "RADIOBAR" The radio is the latest 5-tube short wave (19 to 50 meters). American and foreign 

broadcast. RCA licensed chassis. Price complete, $139.00. Less Radio, $109.00  

• March, 1935 Ad from Radio Craft 

shows model 506.

• Lists models 105, 106, 505, 506, and 

508

• The 105 and 106 were 27 inches 

wide and 43.5 inches tall and 13 

inches deep

• The 505, 506, and 508 were 30.5 

inches wide, 45.25 inches tall, and 

16 inches deep



RADIOBAR MODELS 1935

R

A similar 1935 ad. All sets are still listed as 

having a RCA licensed chassis.

The speaker grill on the this Model 506 is 

different than other models I have seen.

.



RADIOBAR PRICES 1935

• Model   Complete Set                Cabinet and glassware only

• 105                   $199.50                           $69.50

• 106                   $119.50                           $69.50

• 505                   $139.00                           $109.00

• 506                   $159.00                           $109.00

• 508                   $189.50                           $109.00

• 510                   $295.00

• 526                   $219.00

• 528                   $249.00



RADIOBARS 1935

• 1935 ad from the 

Washington 

Furniture Company 

showing model 528 

with Philco Chassis. 

It is shown with the 

late style glassware



RADIOBAR MODELS 1936
Sept. 1935 Radio Retailing List of “New” Models for 1936. All are noted as using 

Philco radios and the tube complements have changed. The N.Y. address is now 

listed as a warehouse and showroom.



RADIOBAR AND PHILCO
This short article from May 1944 is the only print 

reference I could find that actually says that 

Radiobar merged with Philco. Radiobar started 

using Philco chassis exclusively in 1936. The 

merger likely occurred in 1937 before the factory 

moved in 1938 to Philadelphia.



RADIOBAR AND PHILCO

May 1938 news story in Radio Retailing about moving the factory to Philadelphia



RADIOBAR MODELS
1936-1937

May 1936 ad for “Radiobar with 

Philco”

Shows 8 models. 

Counterclockwise from top

550 Radio-Phono

515

504 with late glassware

507 with early glassware

528

536 with late glassware

510 with late glassware

107 with early glassware



RADIOBARS
WITH PHILCO

December, 1936 newspaper ad by 

the Hub Furniture Company in 

Washington, D.C. for Model 107 

with Philco 84B radio. 

It notes that the 107 is Radiobars

lowest priced cabinet with 

service for 6, and has a new 1937 

Philco radio with “Philco high 

efficiency tubes”. The set was 

discount priced at $89.50, but 

nationally advertised for $99.50.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
Model 107 with Philco 84B Radio seen on Ebay. Lower 

end model with early style glassware even though it is a 

1937 model. 



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO

1937 Model 504 with Philco Radio. 

Appears to be the same cabinet as 

my Emerson.

At left, cover of Radiobar brochure.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO

Left: Sept. 1936 Radio 

Retailing story about 

1937 models, all with 

Philco radios. Eight 

models were said to be 

available. Two of them 

contained 

phonographs. Note the 

cabinets could be 

obtained with antique 

white finish. 

Right: Ad shows 1937 

Model 536 with Philco 

640B Radio. It notes 

that the cabinet could 

be purchased pre-

drilled for a Philco 

Radio for $70 less than 

the complete set.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO

1937 Model 507 with Philco Radio and antique white 

finish. Part of an ad on the right showing the extra cost 

for white finish was $10.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
1937 Models with Philco 37-610 Radios. Model 504 on the 

left and 507 on the right. Both with late style glassware. 

Each had service for 6 and 4 liquor bottles.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
1937 Models with Philco 37-650 Radios. Model 510 on the left and 515 on the right. 

These were higher end models with doors. Each has 8 of each type of drinking glass 

and 6 liquor bottles.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
1937 Models with Philco Radios. Model 528 on the left with 37-620 chassis and 

536 on the right with 37-640 chassis. Again, service for 8 and 6 liquor bottles.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
1937 Model 550 with Philco 37-116 Radio and a phonograph. 

Doors open on the right and closed on the left



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
1937 Model 507 with Philco Radio seen on Ebay. This is the most 

common model I have seen advertised for sale on the internet.



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO

1938 Model with Philco Radio 

seen on Ebay

Model 510 with Philco 

chassis



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
1938 Model 528 with Philco Radio 

seen on Ebay
Model 528 with doors closed



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO

1938 Model 536 with Philco Radio 

seen on Ebay

Closed position. Looks like catalin door pulls



RADIOBARS WITH PHILCO
Chairside Radiobar seen on 

Ebay. Probably 1938. 

Chairside with bar door 

open



RADIOBAR 1940

April, 1940 Radiobar product pre-view in Radio retailing. 

Note it is the Radiobar company listed with no mention 

of Philco, but what can be seen of radio appears to be a 

Philco radio.

This April 1940 Radio Retailing story about new 

Radiobar factory representatives suggests that 

Philco and Radiobar may have become separate 

entities.



RADIOBAR 1940
June, 1940 Radiobar product review of the 

model 100RB Zephyr in Radio retailing. 

Appears to have 1941 Philco radio chassis.

Feb. 1941 Radio Retailing story about low 1940 radio 

industry console sales. 



RADIOBAR 1942
1942 Radiobar, U-100. Picture is from Radiomuseum. 

Chassis is missing but layout is identical to Philco 

model 42-365.



RADIOBAR 1942
Philco on left. Radiobar U-100 on right



RADIOBARS WITH OTHER CHASSIS
Radiobar model 506 seen on Ebay and 

said to have a RCA chassis. I suspect it 

has a RCA licensed chassis and that 

was misinterpreted by the seller.

Model 507 with a Zenith Chassis



RADIOBARS WITH OTHER CHASSIS
Model 507 with a Stromberg Carlson Chassis Chassis



RADIOBARS WITH OTHER CHASSIS

My Emerson Radiobar



RADIOBARS WITH OTHER CHASSIS

My Emerson Radiobar with 1936 F133 chassis



RADIOBARS IN THE MOVIES

Angels with Dirty Faces, 1938, 

Cagney

Gold Diggers of 1933. Note that the mirror 

appears to have been blacked out.



RADIOBARS IN THE MOVIES

Meet Boston Blackie, 1941

Writing on the mirror says “No 

squad car!! No Blackie!!!

One Fatal Hour, 1936. The lid has been  

covered with white cloth.



RADIOBARS IN THE MOVIES

It’s a Wonderful Life, 1947. George 

Baileys friend, Sam Wainwright, in 

his New York office.

Undated picture of actor George 

Raft with a white Radiobar 506



RADIOBAR TRADE IN VALUES
THE FIRST “BLUE BOOK” IN RADIOS

Cover of the issue showing the 

radio dealer sharpening his 

pencil.

• In September, 1938, Radio 

Retailing published its first “Blue 

Book” of suggested radio trade-

in values. Trade-in value was 

determined by model but also the 

price of the new model that the 

customer purchased. In general, 

values for trade-ins were pretty 

low. 



RADIOBAR TRADE IN VALUES
THE FIRST “BLUE BOOK” IN RADIOS

Four columns of trade in values were used depending 

on the price of the new set being purchased.



RADIOBAR TRADE IN VALUES
THE FIRST “BLUE BOOK” IN RADIOS

The 1936 Radiobars were the only year listed in the Blue Book with trade-in values. These 

numbers were touted as maximum values. Radio Retailing was a publication designed for 

radio dealers, and clearly looking out for their interests with this publication. Imagine 

trading in your 2 year old stylish model 528 radiobar on a $175 radio, and getting only $25 

for it. Like today with automobiles, many likely decided to sell their old radios themselves. 



OTHER RADIOBAR PRODUCTS 

1945 ad for Multi-Kwik 

clothing hanger. Note 

Radiobar Co. 

“Established 1930” on 

the label. 



OTHER RADIOBAR PRODUCTS 
1945 ad 1946 ad



RADIOBAR CURRENT MARKET VALUES
This early model 304 with complete set of 

glassware and an extra shaker and ice 

bucket recently sold for $2000 at an 

auction in PA.. Two weeks later it sold on 

Ebay for $4151 without the 2 extra pieces.

This Model 536 with no radio but 

most of the glassware just sold for 

$3999 on Ebay.



RADIOBAR CURRENT MARKET VALUES
These two were on Ebay recently. The upper one is offered for 

$9500 with glassware or for $4500 with no glassware.



RADIOBAR CURRENT MARKET VALUES

The demand for pieces of glassware is high. Here are some recent 

Ebay sales of glassware.
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